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DAY 1  VOLOS - TRIKERI ISLAND 14NM
The first destination as you embark on your 
wonderful sailing holiday is the charming little
harbour of Trikeri Island at the entrance of 
the Pagasetic Gulf! A delicious evening of 
excellent fresh fish and local tsipouro with 
endless seafood appetisers awaits you.

As you leave the Pagasetic Gulf, with south-
ern Pelion to your left, the ideal sailing winds 
guide you to the lush little island of Tsougria
for that much-anticipated swim-stop in
turquoise waters. A short afternoon sail 
brings you to Loutraki harbour on Skopelos
Island. Discover the nearby quaint hilltop 
village of Glossa, with its stunning views and 
gastronomic delights.

DAY 3  LOUTRAKI - PERISTERA  22NM

As you set off to explore the green paradi-
siacal southern coast of Skopelos, an early
swim-stop is a must in the heavenly beaches
of Hovolo or Kastani! This can be  combined
with a scuba diving experience in the 
surrounding area. Lunch is at Stafylos, a
pretty spot ideal also for snorkelling. A late
afternoon sail leads you to the tranquil
Peristeri bay on the deserted island of
Peristera. Time to gaze at the enchanting
starry night sky during dinner aboard. 

DAY 4  PERISTERA - ALONISSOS  12NM

Anchors aweigh and you head up through 
the strait between Alonissos and Peristera. 
Enjoy a refreshing swim-stop by the well-
known shipwreck at Vassilikos bay and along 
the coast of Alonissos before arriving at 
its port, Patitiri. A short bus ride takes you up 
to the charming Old Town, for a walk through 
its cobblestone streets, and to admire
the magnificent views and sunset. Prepare
to revel in a medley of traditional cheese
pies,  loukoumades,  lobster spaghetti and,
of course, the Alonissos tuna.

DAY 6  SKOPELOS - SKIATHOS 17NM

Weather permitting, you will travel to 
Skiathos along the northern coast of 
Skopelos.  This coast is wilder with rocky 
shores, but this will allow you to visit the 
chapel of Ai Giannis (famous for being in 
the first Mamma Mia movie). You will need 
to climb about 200 steps, but the view of 
the endless blue will be totally worth it. 
Enjoy your last swim of the day on the pretty
little island of Arkos, with its characteristic 
sand dunes, before arriving in the port of
Skiathos. You will find an endless choice of
boutiques and tourist shops, restaurants
and bars for all tastes and ages in the
vibrant town of Skiathos.
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DAY 5  ALONISSOS - SKOPELOS 11NM

A morning scuba diving experience in the 
Blue Cave or at the small islands known 
as the Brothers can be arranged or, 
alternatively, you can simply enjoy a 
refreshing swim at the beaches of Milia and 
Spartines. An afternoon sail brings you to 
the port of Skopelos, where you can lose 
yourselves in the flower-scented alleyways 
of the colouful town of Skopelos. You will 
also find numerous restaurants to taste 
the local specialties, such as the goat
or pork and plum stew.

DAY 7  SKIATHOS - VOLOS  40NM

It’s the last day, but don’t despair! You still get
to bask at one of Skiathos’ sandy beaches
(like Koukounaries) before returning to Volos.
Time permitting, a quick stop is possible in 
Agia Kyriaki to savour that amazing seafood
one last time.

DAY 2  TRIKERI ISLAND - LOUTRAKI  32NM
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The proposed route can be     adapted upon request 



Weekly prices, including all taxes.

Prices include skipper, end cleaning, 
bed linen and towels, outboard engine for 

dinghy and leisure equipment.
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A spacious new sailing yacht with 4 cabins for up to 8 guests. 

With our professional and friendly skipper, who has his own separate cabin.

Fully equipped for your pleasure and top-quality on-board features.

Air-conditioning in all cabins.

Leisure equipment aboard for fun in the sea and sun.

Large outdoor lounging areas, perfect for ultimate relaxation.


